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Date Timekeeper Description Hours Rate Amount 

12/13/2019 Barvir Exchange multiple emails with SAB, HV, and LA re REDACTED and 
discuss with SAB an appropriate settlement offer based on same. 

0.60 $475.00 $285.00 

12/16/2019 Barvir Case management re settlement; meeting with SAB re same; 
telephone conference with opposing counsel re same; 
correspondence with LA, HV, and SAB re REDACTED 

0.80 $475.00 $380.00 

12/16/2019 Brady Case Management re settlement offer by the city; meet with AMB to 
discuss; telephone conference with opposing counsel and AMB re 
same; correspondence with HV re REDACTED  

0.80 $475.00 $380.00 

12/20/2019 Brady Telephone conference with opposing counsel B. Chapman re the city's 
settlement offer and related matters. 

0.30 $475.00 $142.50 

12/27/2019 Moros Analyze relevant federal caselaw regarding REDACTED in order to 
assist SAB in his settlement negotiations with the city of LA. 

2.20 $375.00 $825.00 

12/30/2019 Brady Conduct correspondence with opposing counsel re city's settlement 
counter offer; and conduct related correspondence with team. 

0.30 $475.00 $142.50 

1/2/2020 Brady Telephone conference with opposing counsel re the city's proposed 
settlement and potential trial Preparation 

0.50 $475.00 $237.50 

1/2/2020 Brady Receipt, review and analyze draft settlement agreement from 
opposing counsel and forward to team with thoughts on advising 
client on responding thereto; and conduct related correspondence. 

0.50 $475.00 $142.50 

1/3/2020 Michel Multiple communications with client re settlement 0.70 $650.00 $455.00 

1/8/2020 Brady Telephone conference with attorney W. Brewer re strategy for 
proceeding in light of preliminary injunction order and city offering to 
repeal ordinance 

0.50 $475.00 $237.50 

1/8/2020 Brady Telephone conference with opposing counsel B. Chapman re status of 
settlement talks 

0.30 $475.00 $142.50 

1/9/2020 Brady Telephone conference with opposing counsel re settlement 0.30 $475.00 $142.50 

1/15/2020 Brady Analyze questions re REDACTED multiple meetings and emails with 
KTM re REDACTED compile relevant authority and analyze to show 
client in advising on strategy for moving forward should the city repeal 
the ordinance. 

2.80 $475.00 $1,330.00 

1/16/2020 Brady Continue to analyze authority re potential effects of pursuing a 
damages action should the city repeal the ordinance to determine 
how to advise client on risks for doing so. 

1.60 $475.00 $760.00 

1/21/2020 Brady Conduct correspondence with team and opposing counsel re next 
steps in light of city repealing Ordinance 

0.50 $475.00 $237.50 

1/21/2020 Brady Telephone conferences with opposing counsel re meet and confer re 
next steps in lawsuit in light of city voting to repeal the ordinance. 

0.40 $475.00 $190.00 

1/21/2020 Michel Telephone conference with AMB and SAB re litigation status and case 
strategy, as well as handling pending deadlines, in light of SAB most 
recent telephone conference with W. Brewer. 

0.30 $650.00 $195.00 

1/22/2020 Brady Case Management re potential stipulated judgment; correspondence 
with CDM and AMB and analyze case law re Telephone conference 
with opposing counsel re REDACTED settlement offer and meeting and 
conferring. 

1.60 $475.00 $760.00 

1/22/2020 Brady Multiple meetings with AMB re case status and potential settlement 
strategy; REDACTED 

0.40 $475.00 $190.00 

1/24/2020 Palmerin Review and revise format of draft stipulation re settlement per CDM. 0.30 $170.00 $51.00 

1/24/2020 Brady Conduct correspondence with opposing counsel re filing a notice of 
potential settlement in light of potential stipulated judgment; and 
discuss details with CDM 

0.60 $475.00 $285.00 

1/27/2020 Palmerin Review, format, and revise draft stipulation re settlement per CDM 
and save as new version in iManage. Exchange emails with SAB re 
same 

0.30 $170.00 $51.00 

1/27/2020 Brady Conduct correspondence with opposing counsel and CDM re proposed 
stipulated judgment. 

0.20 $475.00 $95.00 
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1/27/2020 Michel Conduct correspondence with opposing counsel and SAB re proposed 
stipulated judgment 

0.20 $650.00 $130.00 

1/28/2020 Barvir Exchange multiple emails with SAB and CDM re draft Stipulation, 
Proposed Stipulated Judgment REDACTED 

0.30 $475.00 $142.050 

1/28/2020 Barvir Review/revise draft Stipulation, Proposed Stipulated Judgment, and 
Proposed Order; incorporate City's proposed revisions as appropriate; 
draft comments and responses to City re why rejecting certain 
revisions and proposing compromise as to certain revisions; create 
clean version with comment 

1.10 $475.00 $522.50 

1/29/2020 Barvir Review and revise draft Stipulation, Proposed Stipulated Judgment, 
and Proposed Order; REDACTED 

2.60 $475.00 $1,235.00 

1/29/2020 Barvir Revise draft proposed stipulation and stipulated judgment per CDM's 
instruction; provide REDACTED to client re REDACTED 

0.40 $475.00 $190.00 

1/30/2020 Palmerin Review and revise formatting of Joint Stipulation, Proposed Order, and 
Proposed Judgment, convert to pdf, and save on my desktop for filing. 
Attempt to file document. Meet with SAB and AMB re REDACTED 

0.40 $170.00 $68.00 

1/31/2020 Palmerin Prepare mandatory chambers copy of Stipulation and Proposed 
Judgment and Proposed Order with exhibit tabs and blue back and 
place in Signal Outbox for delivery today. 

0.30 $170.00 $51.00 

1/31/2020 Barvir Review/revise Notice of Settlement and Request to Vacate Pretrial & 
Trial Dates; update to include language re importance and meaning of 
court's preliminary injunction order, improve language re import of 
Final Judgment of Permanent Injunction, add language re City having 
already removed disclosure requirement from affidavit of LADAVN, 
improve uniformity of parties' names throughout, improve relief 
sought; route to SAB via email with instruction to revise and comment 
as appropriate; incorporate SAB's edits to same; incorporate 
additional CDM edits to same; route to LP for formatting and filing 

2.40 $475.00 $1,140.00 

1/31/2020 Michel Review and revise Notice of Settlement and Request to Vacate Pretrial 
& Trial Dates. 

0.90 $650.00 $585.00 

2/3/2020 Michel Review and responded to LP's emails re Stipulation 0.10 $650.00 $65.00 

2/3/2020 Palmerin Draft email to Court Clerk re status of Stipulation and Proposed 
Judgment and send to CDM for review. 

0.20 $170.00 $34.00 

2/5/2020 Brady Receipt, review and analyze order from court vacating all trial dates 
and conducting related correspondence with team re next steps in 
light thereof 

0.10 $475.00 $47.50 

   25.8   
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